To identify the parameters from the transient response, on proportional second order process when in the numerator is the only gain, and the characteristic equation have two different time constants, the Strejc's method, which is generally known, is used most commonly [3] . After identification by this method obtained parameters are satisfactory, but not precise. But exact parameters are needed for the verification of digital control algorithms, especially for its real-time verification [4], [5] . Commonly we used such kind of synthesis method, which the control loop response should be on the aperiodic border (this is the "best" quality of control loop response). If the actual response will be with overshooting or it's too damping, we need to determine which errors causes this If we know that the identification is correct, then the errors can be easier found.
The first half of presentation will discuss why Strejc method does not allow accurate parameter estimation and how improvement can be ensured. It is clear that with recursive least squares methods more accurately parameters can be obtained than with Strejc method. This extension is particularly appropriate for teaching the foundations of identification and control namely. For basic methods of identification from transient responses it is very important from pedagogical reasons, when they are clear and allow obtain accurate results.
If transfer function of the proportional second order process contains one time constant in the numerator, it is not possible to identify parameters from transient response. Neither the use of recursive least squares method is not sufficient to determine this time constant, because the structure of the original continuous transfer function and discrete transfer function (as the identification result) are different. This is illustrated in the second half of this article. This structure can be used for modelling dynamics reaction of driver in the car [2] in the eye -hands and eye-foot channels. Finding of this time constant is needed, because it represents a prediction in the model of the driver's behaviour.
Parameters Identification For The Second Order Process From Transient Response: We need to identify the parameters of the proportional second order system from the transient characteristics when in the numerator of the transfer function (1) is only the gain. Known Strejc method suitable for this task is well described in [3] . It is unnecessary to describe the derivation of two transcendental equations (4), (5) in detail, which form the basis of the method. The precondition from which this method was derived is that transient characteristics intersect at one point, as can be seen from the transient characteristics in Fig. 1 (in a relative time and amplitude). It is assumed that transfers function (2) and (3), taking into account the changes of " 2" between zero and the one, are the limit cases of transfer function (1). If only the ratio of time constants " 2"is changed, the position of the intersection point of transient characteristics is not changed. If it changes the sum of the time constants, linear in time is changed the position of the intersection point. Since that the intersection of the transient characteristics (1) (2) and (3) is valid to the transient functions. From this assumption then can be derived relations (explained during presentation) from which it can clearly determine the sum of time constants and after that also parameters for the transfer (a) but not exactly. 
